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ABSTRACT
Plumstead Township, PA achieved significant reductions
in electric and maintenance costs by implementing a multiproject upgrade of their potable water system. Integrating
several independent water systems within the Township,
combined with re-engineering the system infrastructure
and implementing supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) resulted in significant reductions in energy cost,
labor and maintenance. The projects included:
1. Constructing an elevated water storage tank
named the Landis Greene Tank.
2. Constructing a force main to integrate two
existing independent water systems (Cabin Run
and Country Greene).
3. Well pump station upgrade project. This project
included:
a. Replacing well pump motors on several
pumps with larger motors that allowed
the (well) pumps to produce additional
head (pressure) making possible the
elimination of ground storage tanks and
booster pumps.
b. Eliminating ground storage tanks, and
service pumps and incorporating
appropriate chlorine contact.
c. Construction of a new well facility
(Landis Greene).
d. Adding / replacing instrumentation,
upgrading pump controls at Cabin Run
and Country Greene.
4. The capstone project included implementation of
a supervisory control and data acquisition

(SCADA) system. The SCADA system provided
the Township Manager and Director of Public
Works with the ability to reduce staff travel time
to various sites by making information available
on personal computers. The system allows the
Township to address problems based on more
complete information than was previously
available.
The newly configured system allows more flexible
scheduling of pumping.
Re-pumping which was
previously required, has been eliminated in the new
combined system. The Township now has five sources of
water for the combined system enabling them to use the
lowest cost and highest quality sources in favor of less
efficient wells. The Department of Public Works reports
electric savings of 12 percent up to 29 percent compared to
previous system electric use.
BACKGROUND
Plumstead Township, Bucks County, PA includes 23
square miles. The Township owns and operates several
independent water systems which were developed to serve
individual subdivision communities.
They were
independently designed and built along with the
subdivisions which they serve. Once the construction of
each of the subdivisions was completed, the water systems
were dedicated to the Township. Once dedicated, the
Township assumes responsibility for all aspects of the
facility. The Township serves about 2,100 customers.
Approximately 99 percent of the customers are residential,
less than 1 percent of the customers are commercial. Prior
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to May of 2011, before the implementation of the projects
that are described in this document, Plumstead Township
operated the following independent water systems:
• Summer Hill water system (three wells, booster
station, variable speed service pumps and over
18,000 feet of water mains)
• Durham Ridge / Northbranch (three wells, an
elevated storage tank and approximately 20,000
feet of water mains)
• Cabin Run (two wells, ground storage tank, fire
pump system, multiple variable speed service
pumps and approximately 27,000 feet of water
mains)
• Country Greene (two wells, ground storage tank,
fire pump system, multiple variable speed service
pumps, and approximately 20,000 feet of water
mains)
• Plumstead Township also owns another water
system which is managed under a neighboring
township’s water Authority and is not considered
in this document.

Another project included a General Construction
component only. The implementation of the projects was
to be phased to minimize disruption to system operations.
None of the projects included the planned SCADA
upgrade. Figure 2 demonstrates the integration of the
Cabin Run, Country Greene, and Landis Greene systems.

The Township Manager, Public Works Director and Water
System Operator (Private Utility Enterprises - PUE), all
wanted to simplify the operation of their water system. In
addition, the Township wanted to better serve the Landis
Greene subdivision which was served from the Cabin Run
system. The Township was receiving low pressure
complaints from the Landis Greene service area. The
Township decided that if the system was going to be
upgraded, they would make improved system reliability
and improved pressure to the Landis Greene service area
primary goals. At this point in the process, reducing
electric costs was not identified as a goal. The Township
began the planning process which lasted over 10 years.
Several concepts to expand and interconnect the Cabin Run
and Country Greene systems were proposed and evaluated
by Township executives and the elected Board of
Supervisors. Figure 1 demonstrates the Country Greene
and Cabin Run systems schematically.
Finally, a concept was selected based on cost and overall
benefit to the Township. The design concept included an
upgrade to the existing supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system. The designs to upgrade the
infrastructure (pipe, pumps, and tanks) were separated into
three projects. Two of the projects included a General
Construction and an Electrical Construction component.

The Township decided to hire an engineering firm that
specialized in SCADA to upgrade the independent
SCADA systems that were distributed throughout the
entire Township water system. Instrumentation, Control
& Energy Engineering, LLC (IC&EE) was selected to
design the SCADA project. IC&EE first met with the
Township Director of Public Works, and PUE, the System
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Operator, to establish project goals. The following goals
were identified:
• Upgrade and integrate each of the independent
SCADA systems operated by the Township
• Use the new SCADA system to control the soon
to be integrated Cabin Run, Country Greene, and
Landis Greene Water Systems
• Improve those parts of the existing SCADA
systems where communication was weak
• To minimize cost and the need to retrain staff, by
retaining as much of the existing infrastructure as
possible
• Make all locations of all of the Township water
systems available for monitoring and control from
a single location (DPW office)
• Provide remote access for operators
• Develop a system that is easily expanded and
upgraded
• Provide a single alarm interface that will contact
operators in the event of an alarm condition

•

Incorporate data collection, and storage into the
system

The SCADA system project would include construction in
the areas affected by the other infrastructure projects, but
also included construction in two water systems not
affected by the integrated Cabin Run, Country Greene, and
Landis Greene Water Systems. Figure 3 demonstrates the
system architecture proposed for the SCADA System.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECTS
The first project included Construction of a new elevated
water storage tank (Landis Greene). The second project
included the construction of a force main that
interconnected the Country Greene and Cabin Run
systems. These projects were bid at the same time. The
tank project was constructed for approximately
$1,500,000.
The force main was constructed for
approximately $500,000. These projects were bid in May
of 2011. They were awarded in July of 2011. The third
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project included the construction of a new well and well
house (Landis Greene); upgrade of the Cabin Run well
house including the deletion of the ground storage tank and
elimination of the service pumps at that site; and upgrade
of the Country Greene Well house including the deletion of
the ground storage tank and elimination of the service
pumps at that site. This project was bid in January of 2012
and was awarded for $1,010,000. The Cabin Run system
and the Country Greene system each consisted of two
wells,
ground
storage
tanks,
and
chemical
addition/disinfection. The Cabin Run system also included
filtration to remove iron and manganese. The filtration
system at Cabin Run is still used. The fire pumps at Cabin
Run and Country Greene, and the ground storage tank at
Cabin Run are still in place but are eliminated from use.
The ground storage tank at Country Greene has been
dismantled. The generators are in place and are used in the
event of a failure of commercial power. The high service
pumps as well as their associated variable speed drives and
controls have been removed.
Since the Country Greene and Cabin Run systems included
ground storage tanks, water was pumped by well pumps
into ground storage tanks then re-pumped to pressurize the
water for distribution. Both systems included multiple
variable speed service pumps to pressurize the water for
distribution. Both systems also included fire pump
systems.
The Country Greene and Cabin Run systems were
combined along with the construction of the Landis Greene
elevated water storage tank and Landis Greene well into a
single integrated water production and distribution system.
An interconnecting water main was constructed, however,
the Country Greene and Cabin Run systems were operated
independently until construction of the first three projects
was completed. The third phase of the project included
replacing the well pump motors of the Country Greene and
Cabin Run Systems with larger horsepower motors. The
pumps were not replaced, only the motors were replaced.
The replacement motors enabled the well pumps to operate
at a greater head which is required to satisfy the
reconfigured system hydraulics. Other improvements
included reconfiguration of the piping at the Cabin Run
and Country Greene booster stations. The reconfigured
piping provided for required chlorine contact time to
achieve disinfection and elimination of the ground water
storage tanks and booster pumps and controls. In addition,

chlorine residual analyzers and recording devices were
added to each of the well pump stations.
The fourth project, a SCADA system implementation, was
bid March, 2012. The Contract was awarded for $255,000.
The project included 12 remote sites and a master site
which is located at the Public Works facility in the office
of the Director. The result of the first three construction
projects was a water system with five wells which could be
operated based on system demand, well level, well water
quality, and cost of operation. The integrated water system
was to be controlled by the equipment and software
implemented by the fourth project. The first three projects
did not include improvements to the Summer Hill water
system or the Durham Ridge / Northbranch systems. The
fourth project (SCADA System) provided for monitoring
and control of the Summer Hill, the Durham Ridge /
Northbranch and the combined Cabin Run /Country
Greene / Landis Greene system. The SCADA project also
included equipment and instrument upgrades at the
Summer Hill and Durham Ridge / Northbranch sites. These
upgrades included installing variable speed drives on
existing pumps, installing pressure, flow, chlorine residual
and level monitoring instrumentation and incorporating
paperless recorders at several of the sites.
Prior to implementation of the SCADA system, operators
needed to visit each site to collect data. The systems had
telephone dialing alarms to call operators in the event of
serious problems, but normal operations were not visible to
the system operators. With the completion of the SCADA
system, all data became available at the Department of
Public Works office. Operators now have access to
equipment statuses, system pressures, levels, and current
alarms. They can run reports with daily flows as well as
run hours for system pumps and equipment. Operators
with the proper security have access to the system from
remote locations as well. The SCADA system provides
graphics displays for all system locations from any site in
the system.
The implementation of these four projects resulted in the
addition of one well and the elimination of five variable
speed service pumps. One of the well pumps in the
Summer Hill System was only able to be operated
manually prior to the implementation of these projects.
After the completion of the SCADA project the well was
able to be automatically controlled which improved the
reliability and flexibility of the Summer Hill System.
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RESULTS
There are several ways to compare the cost of electric use
to operate these facilities. We present several variations
below in order to provide information that is objective.
One metric used is wire to water ratio.
Wire to water ratio, that is, the cost of electricity per unit of
water delivered. It can also be expressed as kWh of
electricity per unit of water delivered. For the comparisons
presented here we used one million gallons as the unit of
water delivered. Also, it should be noted that using kWh
in the calculation to express the “wire” portion of the ratio
instead of dollars provides a more meaningful metric of
system electric requirements. The Township, considers
both metrics since $/MG helps with budgeting and
Township water system operating costs.
When comparing wire to water ratios for these systems we
must compare like periods of time. This is necessary
because the electricity at each of the sites also serves
heating, cooling, lighting and plug loads. In all cases the
following was found to be true:
• First quarter electric costs which include heating
the facilities are the greatest.
• The second and fourth quarters electric use were
about the same and were less than the first quarter
electric use
• Third quarter electric use was the lowest
Comparing before and after implementation of the SCADA
System, the electric cost to operate the Summer Hill
systems remained relatively stable:
• The range of wire to water ratios was between
$520 and $730/million gallons for the time period
beginning first quarter 2012 and ending first
quarter 2014.
Comparing before and after implementation of the SCADA
System, the electric cost to operate the Durham Ridge /
Northbranch systems also remained relatively stable:
• The range of wire to water ratios was between
$450 and $710/million gallons for the time period
beginning first quarter 2012 and ending first
quarter 2014.
Comparing the integrated systems before and after
completing the four projects is a bit more complicated. It

requires comparing the cost to operate the independent
Country Greene and Cabin Run systems with the integrated
Country Greene, Cabin Run and Landis Greene systems
after completion of the four projects. During the first and
second quarter of 2013 the system controls were being
tuned. The electric use was somewhat higher than normal
as a result of tuning the system. Therefore, these periods
were not included in the cost comparisons. When making
the comparison the following data were compiled:
TABLE 1

2012
2013/2014
Reduction in cost
Reduction in cost
(%)

Third
Quarter
$398/MG
$349/MG
$49/MG
12

Fourth
Quarter
$583/MG
$413/MG
$170/MG
29

First
Quarter
$665/MG
$562/MG
$103/MG
16

Another cost comparison examines electric costs to operate
the system 2008 and 2009 versus the year 2013 which is
after the work had been completed for the integrated
system. It should be noted that the Township changed
electric generation and transmission suppliers during
2009/2010. Some of the reduction in cost is attributable to
the selection of a lower cost electric supplier. In this
situation the kWh/Million Gallons provides a more
reasonable comparison.
The following data were obtained from monthly electric
bills. The wire to water ratios were not calculated for this
comparison.
TABLE 2
Country Greene
Bill Amt.
$21,371
$11739

Year
2008/2009
2013

Elect. Use
115,495
97,774

Year
2008/2009
2013

Elect. Use
180,384
74,592

Bill Amt.
$31,540
$9,141

Year

Elect. Use

Landis Greene
Bill Amt.

2008/2009

System Did Not
Exist
28,992

Cabin Run

2013

$4,111
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Summed values for the integrated system:
TABLE 3
Year
kWh
2008/2009
295,879
2013
201,358

Dollars
$52,911
$24,991

University with a Certificate in City Management. She is a
member of the International City and County Management
Association (ICMA) and received her certification as a
Credentialed Manager in 2013. She is also a member and
serves on the Special Review Committee for the
Government Finance Officers Association.

The above values result in a reduction in electric use of
over 94,500kWh (a 32% reduction). On a dollar basis the
reduction was $27,920 or expressed as a percentage - 51%
reduction.
CONCLUSION
The Township has experienced improved service to the
Landis Greene service area and a reduction in electric cost
for the Landis Greene, Country Greene, and Cabin Run
integrated system. This savings was significant ranging
from 12 to 29 percent on a cost/millions of gallons
produced basis.
The SCADA system resulted in
approximately the same electric costs for the Summer Hill
and Durham Ridge / Northbranch systems.
The Township and their system operator, Private Utility
Enterprises, report all of the systems are more reliable.
The Summer Hill system has greater pressure stability as a
result of the SCADA system.
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